INTRODUCTION TO
THE AGENCY

ABOUT MANGO-OMC

Founded in 2005, we are a South African
PR, communications and digital marketing
agency. We specialise in positioning your
brand as an industry leader with the media
as well as harnessing the power of digital
tools to deliver integrated communication
and digital marketing strategies. Our
strategies and tools are engaging and
measurable and work across a diverse
range of platforms including traditional,
digital, mobile and social media.

We are based in Cape Town, with a satellite
office in Durban and partner agencies in
Cape Town, Johannesburg, Kenya, Ghana,
Rwanda and the DRC to service clients
based around the country and abroad. We
also partner with custom media services to
distribute news to other African countries
when required.
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ABOUT MANGO-OMC
o

o
o

We have become known for our solution-oriented approach, energy, passion, creativity,
attention to detail, tenacity, loyalty and desire to do our very best. We believe in outcome
based reporting and measurement systems, and work well to objectives and targets set in
partnership with our clients.
We work to, and develop, global best practice standards for all projects and retainers –
whether national or global. We regularly report back to communication teams based in
Europe and the UK and have ensured that we meet international measurement criteria.
The individual team members all bring their unique skill base to the talent pool, from the
brand management and broadcast production career paths of top management to the team
of PR specialists. We also extend our team with associates who have worked with us for
years when it is required. These associates bring both senior and junior skills into the team
when the additional capacity is required and seamlessly plug into our systems.

ACCREDITATIONS

o We have been accepted to the International Public Relations Network – a global organisation
comprising of over 50 owner-lead agencies. Nicole Capper is on the Executive Board for Africa
and a member of the Media Relations Committee.

o MANGO-OMC was awarded the PR and Communications Advisory Firm of the Year in
South Africa by Corporate INTL Global Awards in 2018 and again in 2019.
o Nicole Capper was nominated and approved as a judge for the international Stevie Awards in
2019.
o MANGO-OMC is a member of the IAB SA, a non-profit association dedicated to driving growth
in the digital industry in South Africa.
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SERVICES

MANGO-OMC has extensive experience in
converged strategies and is
able to advise on:

Reputation management
Corporate social investment projects
Newsworthy topics
Media training
Media partnerships
Editorial coverage
Social media strategies
Media launches
Event conceptualisation and management

Blogger networks
Consumer and business campaigns
Communication and crisis
communication strategies
Marketing support
Media and key spokespeople hosting
Writing – opinion pieces, articles, press
releases, copy for advertorials, web content
and more.

OUR EXPERTISE
Our converged communication solutions have always included digital, social, broadcast and print
media channels. We have built up a network of tech geeks, content curators, digital marketers,
influencer marketers, social media managers, software developers, SEO partners, graphic
designers, videographers, photographers, copywriters and journalists - who form part of our
extended team. We undertake both B2B and B2C retainers and projects.

PRESS RELEASE
Digital and traditional press releases to
secure editorial coverage, interviews and
features. Digital releases can contain
infographics, podcasts, video and more ensuring that digital media have all of the
multimedia in ONE place.

INFOGRAPHICS

PODCAST

These are generated if
appropriate and designed
at enticing rates by our
partner designers.

Online interview and
subsequent podcast link
that is also used for digital
releases where appropriate.

OUR EXPERTISE

VIDEO
If appropriate we convert existing PR
content into online video to extend the
life of the content and make it engaging
and shareable via social media and
online editorial platforms.
With our partners, we also provide 360
degree video and film production
services, including social media
livestreaming and the technical
requirements thereof.

SOCIAL MEDIA
Provision of content to SM
teams if required OR strategy
OR implementation (as
required). This includes
Influencer Marketing where
appropriate.

DATA ANALYSIS
The digital landscape provides
massive amounts of data that we
mine for insights and translate into
strategy, analysis, reports and
newsworthy releases/articles or
opinion pieces. Data is gold.

OUR EXPERTISE

CRISIS COMMUNICATION
/ REPUTATION
MANAGEMENT
As the communications world
becomes more and more of a
dialogue, the ability to manage your
reputation through proactive and
reactive strategies is key.

DIGITAL
MARKETING
The best way to ensure that you’re
everywhere you need to be, all the
time, is to have a 360 degree
approach to your digital marketing
strategy. Through our digital
marketing services, we make sure
that your message is being seen
on the right platform, in the right
context, at the right time. This
includes everything from electronic
newsletters to digital campaigns to
Google AdWords (PPC) to website
development.

INFLUENCER
MARKETING
Influencer marketing in the online
space, whether they be bloggers or
celebrities, is becoming an
increasingly powerful tool. When
budget allows we build highly
strategic alliances into the overall
strategy and we manage the full
implementation.

OUR EXPERTISE

EVENT
MANAGEMENT
With our events and branding
partner, we translate key messages
and brand narrative into events that
are experiential, media and news
worthy and which have PR and
marketing legs.

MEDIA
TRAINING
Convincing the media to pay attention to your
message or cause is dependent on the credibility and
reputation of the organisation, its message/s and its
spokespeople. We need to understand the climate
within which reporters and editors operate and work,
to meet their needs and deadlines. The more we can
serve as a resource that helps the media deliver
accurate, relevant information, the more easily we will
be able to get our message out. The media training
resource has been generated to ensure that
spokespeople are equipped with the tools to handle
all kinds of print, social and broadcast media.

SOME OF OUR CLIENTS – PAST AND PRESENT

MANGO-OMC’S APPROACH

•

Undertake a needs-analysis.

•

Write a communication strategy encompassing objectives, target audiences, key messages,
channels, tactics and measurement and evaluation .

•

Set up PR calendars, content plans, measurement and evaluation systems and reports (in
collaboration with client as the formats can be adapted according to needs).

•

Account management and implementation. We have streamlined our inner processes to
generate project plans across all of the objectives, ensuring that the plans are achievable and
defining how much detail the client requires during the implementation phase.

•

Reporting – daily/weekly/monthly status reports and monthly coverage report – according to
client requirements.

TESTIMONIALS

“I have worked with MANGO-OMC for several years and
most recently on a complex integrated communications
project which required a lot of retrospective analysis and
alignment of various digital communications strands. They
were creative, yet structured, responsive and professional
in the approach and flexible to our specific needs. Under
their watch for the period of a year, the project developed
an excellent community base due to their building of the
relationships and they managed high volume content
creatively and often went beyond their original mandate
to achieve the objectives of the project.
They were especially proactive on the reputational
demands which were critical.
We relied on them to guide us and our client strategically,
they were strong creatively and executed the campaigns,
staying on point and working as part of a diverse team. I
personally valued their counsel.”
Wayne Lowe
Senior Director, Strategic Communications EMEA, FTI
Consulting

“Our experience of working with MANGO-OMC has
only been positive, we absolutely love working with
Nicole and the team and really feel as if we are all
one company striving toward the same goals. Each
and every year they over deliver on PR value for Eat
Out, just when we think we have hit a ceiling, Nicole
and the team go ahead and deliver beyond
expectations. Their agility is impressive and they
really get the results time after time.
I have to also add during a PR challenge, I would
never want to have anyone else by my side. MangoOMC manage difficult situations with pace,
professionalism and the complete solution. They
are all delightful to work with, super clever and a
truly fabulous partner – we simply couldn't do it
without them!”

Aileen Lamb
General Manager, Consumer Division, New Media

TESTIMONIALS

“We have been a client of Nicole Capper and her
team at Mango-OMC for over 10 years.
Mango-OMC has developed tools such as our
website, infographics and a video, as well as the
more traditional press releases and ongoing media
liaison.

We work well with Mango-OMC as a team and
hope to continue for the years to come.”

Annemie Apffelstaedt
Business Manager and Founding Member –
Apffelstaedt & Associates

“I've thoroughly enjoyed working with Nicole and the
Mango-OMC team for the last 7 years. They have expertly
covered our every PR need and have regularly gone
above and beyond for our business.
They truly understand our business, the landscape and
dynamics, and are able to adapt and change tack quickly
when necessary. Having a partner like this, who can offer
strategic guidance and input, has proven invaluable.
Their execution of our planned content is thorough,
offering expert guidance along the way. When unplanned
content or projects arise, they greet them with enthusiasm
and speed.
I recommend Mango-OMC as a world-class, professional
and efficient PR agency, one that strives to make
themselves part of your business in order to deliver
excellent value.”

Kathryn Astbury
Former Marketing Manager - The SpaceStation @
Former 24.com, Media24

TESTIMONIALS

“MANGO-OMC’s professionalism, solution
oriented mindset and positive approach to every
subject has made managing the projects that
we conduct easier.
Their working speed and their determination to
solve and plan every little detail has been an
example of a good collaboration and team
work.”
Sevda Malkoç, Corporate Communication
and Advertisement Manager, LC Waikiki

“We appointed MANGO-OMC for the launch of our
revamped and extended showroom – and what a
success it was. Nicole and her team presented a
brilliant concept and PR plan that was very relevant
to our band and our product range– this was then
executed in a very detailed and controlled manner
to the point that as the client the stress was
completely removed and we could completely trust
that everything was under control.
The ROI was outstanding and the media coverage
obtained excellent. They will certainly be running
our next PR event and I am sure will once again
exceed our expectations.”

Heidi Masson
Co-owner – Studio Masson

TESTIMONIALS
In tourism people always advocate 'experience'
and 'living it' and 'word of mouth' and 'connection'.
In PR however this is more rare than you would
expect.
It is quite rare to encounter a PR agency that both
understands what works in an online (magazine)
environment, the potential virality with extra effort &
resources, and also still respects our editorial
processes.
MANGO-OMC is one of the very few. We have
worked with them on several campaigns and they
have always over delivered on commitment, fitting
editorial angles, content and winning
activations. And as a result I always take their calls
and always try and make something work (which is
what you really want from a PR agency as a client I
can imagine). Without fail, they know it's not about
fluffy numbers, but about real result.
Marc Zandhuis
Publisher, CapeTownMagazine

MANGO-OMC commenced work with Citizen Surveys in early 2018. Since
then they catapulted us into public awareness. We have been on TV, radio,
in newspapers, and on local and international websites. We have even been
mentioned in the Wall Street Journal. This has all taken place in less than 18
months.
What we love about MANGO-OMC is their ability to understand our strategy
and provide insightful input. They have then synchronized their PR activities
with this.
We appreciate their intentional and considered approach. Where our
competitors were making a rushed and widespread noise, they have been
very deliberate in what media we engaged with, what we said and when we
said it. This has contributed to our success.
They have been able to work with the unique idiosyncrasies of our company.
This has provided both constraints and opportunities. Sometimes MANGOOMC has needed to rapidly shift their approach to accommodate us.
They have become an integral part of our team, nowadays working directly
with our staff. We agreed upon our operating parameters and rules of
engagement with media. Now I can sit back and monitor activities.
MANGO-OMC has learned how to prepare articles based upon our technical
research results. They have had to understand our scientific approach to
sampling, what our numbers mean, and what we can and can’t say. They
have also mastered the ability to keep media on track and ensure that our
research is not misrepresented.
We have learned how to trust their judgement and hope to continue working
with them. We have also recommended MANGO-OMC to several NGOs,
social enterprises and consultancies.
Marcus Coetzee - Client Services
Citizen Surveys

MEASUREMENT AND REPORTING

Weekly telephonic status
meetings

Monthly face-to-face client
meeting

Online Reputation
Management (through
Talkwalker or client’s
preferred supplier)

Monthly status reports

MEASUREMENT
& REPORTING

Traditional and social media
monitoring (usually through
Talkwalker or ROI, unless clients
have a preferred media monitoring
supplier).

Tailor-made reporting systems according
to client’s requirements/objectives. This
crucially includes measurement of
digitally driven campaigns.

AVE MEASUREMENT AND REPORTING
o
o
o

Talkwalker is our preferred service provider for print, online and broadcast media monitoring in South
Africa. We adapt our reporting methods according to the preferred service provider that the client uses
should they not wish to utilise ours.
It is important to note that there is no industry standard for online AVE measurement and every Media
Monitoring Agency uses their own algorithms and formulas to assign Rand values for digital and social
media exposure.
We therefore do not only measure AVE. We do the following:
o Select 5 criteria that the client wishes to measure. This could be spokesperson quotes, visuals, link
to the website or a brand mention – each clipping is read and analysed for meeting these criteria.
o Include reach where possible.
o Measure sentiment – positive, negative and neutral.
o Allocate categories with the client. For example: brand, tenant, CSI, event etc. Each clipping is
then tracked according to the category so that the reporting allows for segmented targeting and
analysis of publicity.

ONLINE AND SOCIAL MEDIA MEASUREMENT
o
o
o
o
o
o

TalkWalker is our online listening tool that also provides social media and online media monitoring.
It pulls data from 186 countries in 100 languages and provides data analytics from social media, online
news, blogs and forums instantly.
It’s also a media strategy tool as it allows us to track all social media dialogue and change strategies
based on social media reactions or measure whether adspend has been effective.
It also provides the ability to measure traffic to websites against market messages and to integrate all
KPIs in an organisation against the companies performance from a brand reputation perspective.
It can provide AVEs but we supplement this with responsiveness, themes, engagement levels and more.
TalkWalker is also a reputation management tool – allowing for real-time tracking and immediate
responsiveness.

MEET THE SENIOR MANGO-OMC TEAM
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Genevieve
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Manager (DBN)

Nicole Capper, (Owner of MANGO-OMC), has a 16 year
communications

background

ranging

from

brand

management to marketing to public relations. Her razor-sharp
strategic mind allows her to get to the heart of an issue
quickly and succinctly; while her innate understanding of the
traditional and new media landscape has resulted in a strong
network of long-term, mutually beneficial partnerships.
Sustainability and collaboration are what make her tick.
Attention to detail and excellent organizational abilities are
how she

gets things

done. Nicole

has successfully

conceptualised and forged some of the most creative third

Nicole Capper
Owner and Account
Director (CPT)

party joint marketing alliances for MANGO-OMC’s clients and
has extensive experience in the reputation management,

crisis communications and media training fields.

Adilia Teixeira Joubert (Partner Agency Owner and Account Director,
JHB) has been successfully running her own agency since 2006. She
has over 16 years of experience in PR and has worked across multiple
industries giving her the opportunity to develop excellent media
relationships in different sectors. Adilia has a strong command of the
traditional media landscape and prides herself in seeing opportunities
that may not be immediately apparent. Listen Up and MANGO-OMC
have been working together for over 3 years and have formalised their
relationship to become partner agencies. This move was made easy as
both companies and owners have similar beliefs in fostering long-term
client relationships by showing dedication to the client’s objectives and

Adilia Joubert (CPRP)
Partner Agency Owner and
Account Director (JHB)

developing actionable strategies with measurable results. Adilia is a
Chartered Public Relations Practitioner and is registered with PRISA.

Genevieve Cutts (Backup Account Director) started in PR in 1996

at the renowned Market Theatre. With over two decades of PR
experience she has worked extensively in television and theatre the highlight of which was creating the in-house publicity team for
SABC 3’s soapie, Isidingo. She worked with the series’ production
company, Endemol South Africa, for over seven-years. More
recently she has developed and executed consumer and B2B
campaigns for lifestyle, travel, food, media and sustainability brands

like Red Bull, DStv Online, The SpaceStation, 24.com, Premier
Resorts and Hotels, Fry’s Family Foods and Fairtrade Sugar.
Genevieve is driven by the desire to work with projects she can

Genevieve Cutts
Backup Account Director
and Senior Account
Manager (DBN)

connect with and believe in. She believes wholeheartedly in the
ability to shift mindsets and make a tangible difference in the world
through the right kind of PR.
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